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Brain cells communicate with each other through electrical
impulses that structure the brain signal. There are several
techniques for brain signal acquisition: invasive, semiinvasive, and non-invasive [10, 19]. EEG technique (which
this paper concern) is a non-invasive technique for brain
signal acquisition. It records brain signal along the scalp
through measuring voltage fluctuations accompanying
neurotransmission activity within the brain. The main
advantages of EEG are that it is non-invasive so that there is
no surgical intervention needed to set the electrodes on the
brain, relative ease of use, portable, excellent time resolution
(it gives the ability to see brain activity as it unfolds in real
time, at the level of milliseconds (thousandths of a second)),
low-cost comparing to the other brain signal acquisition
techniques. The disadvantages of EEG that its very small
signal to noise ratio and spatial localization resolution
represent a limitation compared to other brain signal
acquisition methods. According to the very small signal to
noise at the EEG signal recorded, it cannot be directly used at
processing stage such as feature extraction and pattern
recognition directly at the BCI system. The EEG recorded
signal has to pass through filtering and artifact removing at
the preprocessing stage at BCI system. Figure 2 illustrates the
BCI system stages and its components [20].

ABSTRACT
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is often directed at mapping,
assisting, or repairing human cognitive or sensory-motor
functions. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a non-invasive
method of acquisition brain electrical activities. Noises are
impure the EEG recorded signal due to the physiologic and
extra-physiologic artifacts. There are several techniques are
intended to manipulate the EEG recorded signal during the
BCI preprocessing stage of to achieve preferable results at the
learning stage. This paper aims to present an overview on BCI
different EEG brain signal recording artifacts and the
methodologies to remove these artifacts from the signal
focusing on different novel trends at BCI research areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The BCI research has arisen at the last decade. BCI research
and development has focused primarily on neuro-prosthetics
applications that aim to restore damaged hearing, sight and
movement [1]. Nowadays, BCI research reached remarkable
results at robot control [6, 8, 9, 12], motor disabilities
recovery using BCI chip implants [1, 4, 5, 7, 11], medical
diagnoses and prediction [15, 18], security and authentications
[14] and game controlling [10, 16, 17]. Figure 1 illustrates
different BCI research.

This paper organized as follows: Section 2 explains different
kinds of artifacts that contaminated the brain signal acquired
using EEG. Section 3 shows the different methodologies at
novel BCI applications that targeting these artifacts removal,
finally a brief conclusion at section 4.
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Fig 2: BCI Stages

2. EEG ARTIFACTS

2.2.4 Interference of other Equipment

EEG recorded signal artifacts are all the signals that
contaminated the brain signal during the process of its
acquisition.
There are two types of artifacts: extraphysiologic and physiologic artifacts. Extra-physiologic
artifacts are occurred due to external environment rather than
the human body during brain signal acquisition such as
(environment, equipment). Physiologic artifacts occurred due
to the human body, and arose from sources other than the
brain such as (eye blink, eyeball movement, breath, heart
beats, muscles movement) [20].

This kind of artifacts is also named as powerline noise. Highfrequency radiation from different devices such as radio,
television, cell phone, hospital paging systems, light
florescent, and equipment which is captures by the electrode
interference can overload EEG amplifiers. In this case, the
EEG signal cannot be recorded because pens may fully be
deflected by swerve upward or downward. The optimal
solution to solve this problem is turn off these different
devices during EEG machine recording the brain signal.

2.1 Extra-Physiologic Artifacts
2.1.1 (60-Hz) Alternating Current Artifact

2.2 Physiologic Artifacts
2.2.1 Electrooculography (EOG)

The 60-Hz alternating is one EEG acquisition technical
preparation problems. It happened when there is no sufficient
grounding of the EEG cap electrodes on patient’s head. The
impedance between the ground of the amplifier and the active
electrodes of the EEG cap becomes considerably large. At this
case, the ground acts like an electrode which produces 60-Hz
artifact and causes indistinct signal recording.

EOG is the signal artifact occurs from eye movement
functionality during EEG recording. EOG overlapping the
EEG brain recorded signal. It is useful only in the medical
case of identifying sleep stages at the EEG signal. Bell
phenomena is observed by the vertical eye movements (i.e.
eye blinks) which producing symmetric downward deflections
for the front polar electrodes recording while the lateral eye
movements affect lateral frontal electrodes recording [21].

2.1.2 Electrode Artifacts

2.2.2 Electrocardiogram (EKG or ECG)

Electrode popping and incorrect location of EEG electrode
placement are the most common electrode artifacts at EEG
brain signal acquisition. Incorrect location of EEG electrode
placement is considered as technical preparation problem.
Incorrect placement of the electrode on patient’s head
generates an incorrect acquisition of EEG signal. Electrode
popping artifact happened due to abrupt impedance change at
the acquiesced signal. It could be identified visually as it
causes multiple sharp waveforms that bind to the EEG signal
[25].

ECG (or EKG) artifacts are considered as the largest artifacts
that could be found in the EEG recorded signal especially for
those patients having wide and short necks. ECG is caused by
the interference of the heart beats and moves potentials over
patient’s scalp surface [24]. Due to the regularity
(rhythmicity) and coincidence of the ECG artifact, it could be
easily detected and recognized through the EEG signal
recording. The problem of detecting this artifact occurs at the
case when the cerebral abnormal activity overlapped with
other EEG signal artifacts and its appearance could be
overlooked [25].

2.1.3 Movements in recording environment
Any movement of other persons around the patient can
generate artifacts at signal recording, usually this artifact of
capacitive or electrostatic origin. This should be avoided as
much as possible, if avoidance is not possible as in the
operating room and the intensive care unit (ICU), proper
notation (remarks) must be placed on the records of the signal
recorded.

2.2.3 Pulse Artifact
There is a direct relationship between the pulse waves and the
ECG. Pulse waves artifact occurs when the EEG electrode in
places over a pulsating vessel causes slow waves that may
simulate EEG activity [25]. The easiest solution to reduce this
artifact is by replacing the electrode location on the scalp.
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2.2.4 Skin artifacts
Skin sweat (perspiration or diaphoresis) and not clean hairy
leather of the patient are the major skin artifacts. Sweat is a
fluid that secreted by sweat glands. Sweat major components
are lactic acid and sodium chloride that causing enormous
slow baseline due to their reaction with electrodes metals [24].
The hairy leather artifact increases the impedance between the
electrode and the skin which effect on the recorded EEG
signal correctness.

2.2.5 Glossokinetic artifact
This artifact is generated by the movement of the tongue.
Glossokinetic artifact is similar to the EOG artifact caused by
the eye movement although it is less steep than that produced
by eye movement artifacts [26]. Glossokinetic artifact has a
broad potential field that drops from frontal to occipital areas.
In this artifact the amplitude of the parasagittal is smaller
inferiorly than in potentials regions.

2.2.6 Electromyogram (EMG)
EMG is the signal generated by muscles movement. The most
common artifact effect on EEG signal is the myogenic
potentials that are caused by clenching of jaw muscles
(frontalis and temporalis muscles). The potentials generated
by the brain are longer duration than those that are generated
by muscles. These artifacts are identified on the frequency,
duration, and morphology of the signal [13]. Frontalis and
temporalis muscles (e.g., clenching of jaw muscles) are
common causes. Generally, the potentials generated in the
muscles are of shorter duration than those generated in the
brain and are identified easily on the basis of duration,
morphology, and rate of firing (i.e., frequency) [26].

between either both EEG and EOG (or EMG) signals or both
EMG and EOG signals, the filter fails to filter the EEG signal
and could not remove the EOG and EMG artifacts from the
EEG signal.

3.3 Linear Adaptive Filter
Linear-adaptive filter is introduced at [2] is mainly based on
the optimization theory and how the filter design can modify
its propertied according to the selected feature from the signal
being analyzed. The basic idea of the adaptive filter is to
adapt the frequency response (coefficient) of the linear filter
to generate a signal similar to the noise existing in the signal
to be filtered. This linear-adaptive filter algorithm as
considers that there are two signals primary signal and
secondary signal, d(n) and x(n) respectively. H(z) is a linear
filter which produces an output y(n). To compute the error
e(n) the output value y(n) is subtracted from the primary
signal d(n) [2, 23]. Figure 3 illustrates the linear-adaptive
basic structure. The two major processes of this filtering
algorithm are: filtering process and adaptive process. At the
filtering process the output signal is the response of a digital
filter. In this process, FIR filters are commonly used because
they are simple, linear and stable filters. At the adaptive
process, The adjustment of transfer function H(z) is according
to an optimizing algorithm. This adaptation is directed by the
primary signal and the filter output difference (error) value.

3. ARTIFACTS REMOVAL
At the BCI system, EEG signals filtering done at the
preprocessing stage. There are several approaches that are
designed to eliminate the noise that generated by various
artifacts from the EEG signal. This section demonstrates
different type of most remarkable filters approaches that are
used in at BCI applications.

3.1 Artifacts Avoidance
The idea here is to remove the extra-physiologic artifacts by
correctly assigning the EEG cap on the patient and preparing
the place of the recording of other devices that can effect on
the EEG signal acquisition from the patient. It is not an
algorithm to be applied but it is a technical preparation for
acquisition a high quality record before signal filtering from
physiologic artifacts.

3.2 Linear Filtering
Linear filtering is commonly used for removing artifacts
located in certain signals that do not have any overlapped
frequency bands with the frequency of the brain signals. Lowpass filtering and high-pass filtering are the most noticeable
examples for linear filtering algorithms [23]. High-pass filter
is commonly used to remove the EOG artifacts as the EOG
artifacts consist of low frequency components. Low-pass filter
may remove most of EMG artifacts as most of EMG
components have high-frequency values.
Ease implementation from software and hardware
perspectives is one of the major advantages of linear filter. In
addition, it does not need any extra information about the
artifact itself, for example, to remove the EOG or the EMG
noises from the EEG signal the linear filter does not need
predefining of their signal information [2]. The major
drawback of linear filter that in case of any overlapping

Fig 3: The linear-adaptive filter structure

3.4 Quantum Neural Network-Based Filter
Due to Moore’s law, the interest of finding new hardware
design rather than the classical computers led to various
innovations at quantum computations and quantum inspired
algorithms. Quantum inspired algorithms achieved
remarkable results at various algorithms [3]. One example of
quantum inspired algorithms for EEG signal filtering is the
recurrent quantum neural network (RQNN). RQNN filter
improves the acquired EEG brain signal quality and
segregation of signal artifacts. RQNN filter mechanism is
combining between both the recurrent neural networks (RNN)
and quantum computer architecture mechanisms and
concepts. RQNN quantum mechanism which based on
Schrodinger wave equation trigged the recurrent neural
network to efficient dealing with the EEG signal filtering, in
addition that the RNN the is using an unsupervised learning
algorithm, it enables the filter to be a powerful tool for
capturing the EEG brain signal statistical behaviors. The
RQNN filter shows a significant result for noise to signal
ration for EEG signal filtering comparing to the RNN filter
approach [3]. The major disadvantage of the neural networkbased filters that they are hard to be implemented on a
wearable hardware chip with size implementation limits due
to the huge requirement of wires and circuits to implement the
neural network, so that is it not suitable for multiple medical
applications such as seizure prediction chips [22, 15] and
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Alzheimer's disease detection [18]. However it can be applied
at the BCI game applications where there are no restrictions
on the hardware implementation size.

3.5 Spatial filtering
Spatial filtering concept is to use a small number of new
channels that are a linear combination of the original channels
of EEG brain signal reading [20]. Generally, the spatial filter
is defined as the following:

Where the spatially filtered signal, xi the EEG signal from
channel i,
the weight given to that channel in the spatial
filter and X is the original matrix of EEG brain signals from
all channels.
Spatial filtering has a neurophysiological meaning because it
helps to recover brain original signal by gathering the relevant
information that is spread over different EEG channels. In
addition, it reduces the dimensions of the EEG channels to
less number of spatially filtered signals. So that spatial
filtering can be used for space reduction, filtering the signal
and recover the original brain signal simultaneously.

3.6 Cauchy-Based Filter
The Cauchy-based filter technique presented at [15] is used at
seizure detection chip. This filter hardware implementation
can be applied under the size limitation of BCI chips for brain
medical detection chips. The proposed Cauchy distributionbased filter targets the impulsive observation noises since it is
a heavy-tailed distribution which is more powerful than the
Gaussian distribution to capture abrupt changes in noise.
Cauchy distribution characterizes the impulsive artifacts in
EEG observation such as EMG and EOG. The Cauchy
distribution probability density function is:

Where μ is the location parameter denoting the location of the
peak of Cauchy distribution and s is the scale parameter that
specifies the half-width at half-maximum.
The noise observation function is defined at the following:

Where zt is a n-dimensional feature vector standing for an
observation at time t, xt is defined as:

Where
denotes xt to the power i, W is an n×(q +1) matrix
containing coefficients of the polynomial function, and ut is
the observation noise of the signal.
EOG and EMG effect with abrupt changes on the EEG brain
signal such as large amplitudes and high frequencies. Cauchy
filter able efficiently to filter these artifacts especially at
medical applications such as Epilepsy Seizures.

4. CONCLUSION
EEG brain signal filtering is a significant step at BCI
preprocessing stage to prepare an efficient signal for detection
and classification learning stages. In order to effectively
choose and use methods for dealing with artifact removal of
EEG brain signal, the BCI application should be decided and

all the hardware constraints should be determined to
manipulate to select the convenient technique for EEG brain
signal filtering and preprocessing. The BCI applications have
specific needs for several artifact removals from EEG brain
signal recording. This paper show the most remarkable filter
approaches for different BCI applications. The medical
applications especially that are related to on-line disease
detection such as epilepsy seizure have limited restrictions on
the hardware implementation. In such case a good filtering
technique with light-weight hardware implementation is
needed. The game application and security applications that
have no limits on the hardware implementation can use more
powerful filtering techniques such as neural networks.
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